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(C)12x frame poles: (B) 8x corner assemblies 2x cable harnesses

4x LED light arrays
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(D)

Thank you for choosing All4Displays!

Please check our Wavelight playlist on the All4Displays YouTube channel
for quick instructional videos on this display style.

WARNING: Do not plug in the LED light arrays until they are fully extended on the frame.

For additional information please feel free to call us at 1.844.947.4777 or visit our website at All4Displays.com.

No tools required

2x pvc panels 1x fabric graphic

4x column feet 2x power supply boxes
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Assemble the frame poles with bungee cords (A)
by pressing button and pushing together.

Connect all corner assemblies (B) to frame poles (A)
to make the top and bottom frame sections. Match
colors on the pipes when connecting.

Use the remaining frame poles (A) to connect
the top and bottom frame sections.

Attach the cable harnesses (C) to the holes in the
corner assemblies at the top of the frame. When
complete, the harnesses should form an X.

Remove the LED light arrays (D)
from the case and hook them onto
the cable harness clips at the top
of the frame.

Carefully unroll the light arrays.
Repeat until all four light arrays
are attached.

The LED light arrays hang under
their own weight in the final
upright position.

Move to the center of the cable
harnesses and hand tighten the

turnbuckles to remove any
remaining slack.

Do not overtighten.
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insert the silicone 
edge into the bottom 
channel of the frame
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To complete the installation of the fabric graphic,
gently place the counter on its side.

Fit the pvc panels (E) onto the top of the frame
with the wedge side face down. Position and align
the panels until they sit squarely in the frame.

Drape the fabric graphic (F) over the frame and gently
pull down towards the bottom of the counter frame
on all sides.

Start in one corner of the frame and push the silicone
edge of the fabric graphic into the outside bottom
channel. Insert the silicone edge for about 6 inches
in both directions from the corner. Repeat on all
corners.

Continue inserting the silicone edge of the fabric
graphic into the frame working towards the center
of the frame on each side. Do not over pull or stretch.
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Insert feet (G) into all 4 corners of the frame base.

STEP 08
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Move counter into position and plug power cord
into outlet to illuminate the display. Complete.
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Attach up to 2x LED Light Arrays (D) to each power
supply box (H). Stand counter into upright position
over the top of the power supply box with power
cord showing.

STEP 12 STEP 13




